The Life Science PhD students of the XXXI cycle arrive to the end of the journey. The discussion will be held in public audience by Google Meet and evaluated by a formal Commission officially established by a rectoral document.

**LIFE SCIENCE PhD DISSERTATIONS TALKS PART I: DISSERTATION DEFENSE CYCLE XXXI (CV_S_072)**

**THE WEB SESSION CAN BE FOLLOWED BY GOOGLE TEAM AT THE FOLLOWING LINK**

March, 26 at 15:00

**MARIA TERESA LORIA (PhD Advisor Prof. Matera):**
“MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF SCHISTOSOMA SPP. AND SCHISTOSOMIASIS PATIENTS CYTOKINE PROFILES”

**GIUSY SCHIPANI (PhD Advisor Prof. Nisticò):**
“HEAD-NECK MELANOMA: CLINICAL, HISTOPATHOLOGICAL AND PROGNOSTIC FEATURES OF AN ITALIAN MULTICENTRIC STUDY”

**HOST:** STEFANO ALCARO alcaro@unicz.it